
 

Beautiful Wreck Larissa Brown

Yeah, reviewing a books Beautiful Wreck Larissa Brown could build up your close connections listings. This is
just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, completion does not recommend that you
have fabulous points.

Comprehending as competently as concurrence even more than supplementary will allow each success. next
to, the revelation as without difficulty as sharpness of this Beautiful Wreck Larissa Brown can be taken as
skillfully as picked to act.

U Girl St. Martin's Press
Finnish investor Olli Tuominen was
supposed to be marrying the woman of
his dreams—but the day of the wedding,
he's hit with the hard reality. In the
eyes of the law, and on paper, he's still
married to his first wife Benny.
Walking away from a love like hers
had always been difficult, but serving
her divorce papers proved even more
obstacle. Still the enchanting beauty he
remembered her to be, his first love
might still harbor a fire that can't be
extinguished. Bendic�on Obiang
thought she'd never see Olli again. She
certainly didn't plan after an eight-year
estrangement that the reason he'd re-
enter her life was to confirm her
deepest fear. Her only true love was
moving on. Could this happenstance
reunion be the push she needs to
finally reveal the truth after all this
time? That they share a child?
Reuniting face to face should’ve been
simple. Sign the divorce papers. Wish
him happiness on his new life. Go back

to California. Only a Nordic snowstorm
has other plans for the past lovers;
plans that include Benny on her knees
succumbing to Olli's dominance. It only
takes one weekend to make two things
perfectly clear. The former submissive
was always his to claim, and the secret
she's been keeping might just be the
thing that breaks him. This story
features a BWWM couple with no
cheating and a HEA. This read is
steamy and spicy featuring a dormant
Dominant who reunites with his former
submissive and despite what you take
from the blurb features NO
CHEATING! If Dominance and
submission isn't your cup of tea, sit
this one out but for those that enjoy it,
this quiet, grumpy Alpha knows how to
melt his way into your heart.
Faces of Suicide Bantam
'A superb timeslip novel that stands shoulder to
shoulder with some of Barbara Erskine and Diana
Gabaldon's finest works' ? ? ? ? ? reader review
'This epic romance is sure to sweep you off your
feet!' TAKE A BREAK Christina's stunning and
evocative new dual-time standalone epic novel,
Hidden in the Mists, is available to preorder now!
Brimming with romance, adventure and vivid
historical detail, Christina Courtenay does for the
Vikings what Diana Gabaldon's Outlander and
Clanlans does for Scottish history.
...........................................................................
Separated by time. Brought together by fate.
Indulging her fascination for the Viking language
and losing herself in an archaeological dig is just
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what Linnea Berger needs after her recent trauma.
Uncovering an exquisite brooch, she blacks out
reading the runic inscription, only to come to,
surrounded by men in Viking costume, who seem to
take re-enactment very seriously. Lost and
confused, Linnea finds herself in the power of
Hrafn, a Viking warrior who claims her as his thrall
and takes her on a treacherous journey across the
seas to sell her for profit. Setting sail, she confronts
the unthinkable: she has travelled back to the ninth
century. Linnea is determined to find a way back to
her own time, but there's a connection forming with
Hrafn. Can she resist the call of the runes and accept
her destiny lies here...
........................................................................... Just
some of the rich praise for Christina Courtenay:
'Seals Christina Courtenay's crown as the Queen of
Viking Romance' CATHERINE MILLER 'An
absorbing story, fast-paced and vividly imagined,
which really brought the Viking world to life'
PAMELA HARTSHORNE 'A love story and an
adventure, all rolled up inside a huge amount of
intricately-detailed, well-researched history.
Thoroughly enjoyable' KATHLEEN MCGURL
'Prepare to be swept along in this treasure of an
adventure!' KATE RYDER 'Highly recommended
for lovers of historical romance and timeslips, it's
another absorbing read. 5 stars' GEORGIA HILL
'An amazing page-turner filled with superb
historical detail, it had me gripped from the first
page to the last - I absolutely loved it!' CLARE
MARCHANT 'Every story Christina Courtenay
spins is better than the last and every world she
creates is more real' SUE MOORCROFT 'This book
has brought the 9th century world alive to me and
made me desperate to read more about it' GILL
STEWART
The life and death of Jason, a poem Review
Whoever dares to seek the firebird may find
the journey—and its ending— unexpected.
Nicola Marter was born with a gift. When she
touches an object, she sometimes sees
images, glimpses of those who have owned it
before. It’s never been a gift she wants, and
she keeps it a secret from most people,
including her practical boss Sebastian, one of
London’s premier dealers in Russian art. But
when a woman offers Sebastian a small
wooden carving for sale, claiming it belonged

to Russia’s Empress Catherine, it’s a problem.
There’s no proof. Sebastian believes that the
plain carving—known as “The Firebird”—is
worthless. But Nicola has held it, and she
knows the woman is telling the truth and is in
desperate need of the money the sale of the
heirloom could bring. Compelled to help, Nicola
turns to a man she once left and still loves: Rob
McMorran, whose own psychic gifts are far
greater than hers. With Rob to help her “see”
the past, she follows a young girl named Anna
from Scotland to Belgium and on into Russia.
There, in St. Petersburg—the once-glittering
capital of Peter the Great’s Russia—Nicola and
Rob unearth a tale of love and sacrifice, of
courage and redemption . . . an old story that
seems personal and small, perhaps, against
the greater backdrops of the Jacobite and
Russian courts, but one that will forever
change their lives.
The Survivors Publication
Consultants
Even fierce Norse warriors
have bad days. 'Twas enough
to drive a sane Viking mad,
the things Tykir Thorksson
was forced to do—capturing a
red-headed virago, putting up
with the flock of sheep that
follows her everywhere,
chasing off her bumbling
brothers. But what could a
man expect from the sorceress
who had put a kink in the
King of Norway's most
precious body part? If that
wasn't bad enough, Tykir was
beginning to realize he
wasn't at all immune to the
enchantment of brash red hair
and freckles. Perhaps he
could reverse the spell and
hold her captive, not with
his mighty sword, but with a
Viking man's greatest magic:
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a wink and a smile.

Whispers of the Runes Review
Once upon a time there were three young
ladies who, despite their fortunes, had been
on the marriage mart a bit too long. They
were known as “the Spinster Heiresses” .
. . Miss Cassandra Holwell is too tall, too
bookish, and too smart—but she does have
money and a father who wants a grand title
for her. Cassandra hasn’t felt a desire to
marry until she meets the sinfully handsome
Duke of Camberly, who captures her
imagination . . . until Soren York, Earl of
Dewsberry and her family’s sworn enemy,
steps in the way. The Holwells ruined
Soren’s family, and he’s lived on the
knife’s edge trying to resurrect their
fortunes . . . until he considers marrying the
Holwell Heiress. Not only would her dowry
give him the funds he needs, he has secretly
had an eye on the independent-minded
bluestocking since they both first realized
the differences between men and women.
She likes to read; he has no patience for
books. She knows little of sex; he is a man of
the world and willing to school her. Her
family destroyed his; his offer of marriage
may be her only salvation. Now Cassandra
and Soren must learn to love each other for
who they are, not what they are—and the
lessons are becoming an exercise in absolute
pleasure.
Two Weeks to Remember HarperCollins
NATIONAL BESTSELLER "An utterly
adorable, pitch-perfect romance with just
the right amount of Christmas cheer. The
Holiday Swap is a pure delight, I couldn’t
stop from smiling."-- Taylor Jenkins Reid,
NYT bestselling author of Daisy Jones &
The Six A feel-good, holiday-themed
romantic comedy about identical twins who
switch lives in the days leading up to

Christmas. All they want for Christmas is a
different life. When chef Charlie Goodwin
gets hit on the head on the L.A. set of her
reality baking show, she loses a lot more
than consciousness; she also loses her ability
to taste and smell--both critical to her
success as show judge. Meanwhile, Charlie's
identical twin, Cass, is frantically trying to
hold her own life together back in their
quaint mountain hometown while running
the family's bustling bakery and dealing with
her ex, who won't get the memo that they're
over. With only days until Christmas, a
desperate Charlie asks Cass to do something
they haven't done since they were kids:
switch places. Looking for her own escape
from reality, Cass agrees. But temporarily
trading lives proves more complicated than
they imagined, especially when rugged
firefighter Jake Greenman and gorgeous
physician assistant Miguel Rodriguez are
thrown into the mix. Will the twins' identity
swap be a recipe for disaster, or does it have
all the right ingredients for getting their lives
back on track?
Into the Wilderness Crimson Romance
When tragedy strikes Michele Windsor’s world,
she is forced to uproot her life and move across the
country to New York City, to live with the wealthy,
aristocratic grandparents she’s never met. In their
old Fifth Avenue mansion filled with a century’s
worth of family secrets, Michele discovers a diary
that hurtles her back in time to the year 1910.
There, in the midst of the glamorous Gilded Age,
Michele meets the young man with striking blue
eyes who has haunted her dreams all her life – a
man she always wished was real, but never
imagined could actually exist. And she finds herself
falling for him, into an otherworldly, time-crossed
romance. Michele is soon leading a double life,
struggling to balance her contemporary high school
world with her escapes into the past. But when she
stumbles upon a terrible discovery, she is propelled
on a race through history to save the boy she loves
– a quest that will determine the fate of both of
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their lives.
The Holiday Swap Abrams
Faces of Suicide: Volume 1 is a collection of stories
from the heart, written to show the world that they
lived and their lives mattered. Some of the stories
may inspire those who are reluctant travelers on
this same road. The 60 stories were compiled by
members of the Parents of Suicides - Friends and
Families of Suicides Internet Community (POS -
FFOS.
The SealEaters, 20,000 BC Delacorte Press
Revisit old favorites and discover even more
facts and stories. The perfect pocket book for
any girl on a quest for knowledge. Includes
New Chapters + the Best Wisdom & Wonder
from The Daring Book for Girls
Scale, Space, and Canon in Ancient Literary
Culture Rebellious Valkyrie Press
An inspiring history of communal knitting
events—from circles to online meet-ups to
socially conscious knit-ins. Includes 20 projects.
The immensely popular knitalong—an
organized event where people knit together for
a common goal—has only grown with the
explosion of the Internet. Yesterday’s wartime
Red Cross sock drives have evolved into
today’s meet-ups at locales as diverse as cafes,
state fairs, and major league ballparks, as well
as international online gatherings; in fact, at
any given time tens of thousands of people
worldwide are involved in knitalongs, organized
around a particular yarn, a favorite social
cause, an intriguing project, a special event, or
myriad other themes. Authors Larissa Brown
and Martin John Brown present an inspiring
look at centuries of people knitting together,
and why knitters find the interaction so
meaningful and worthwhile. Along the way,
they offer 20 projects especially suited for
different types of knitalongs. The Barn Raising
Quilt and the Traveling Scarf, for instance, call
on individual knitters to collaborate on a single
project; while the Pinwheel Blanket and the
Meathead Hat encourage a community of
knitters to improvise on the same pattern to
come up with a variety of results. Also included

is essential information about finding, joining,
and starting knitalongs. Hundreds of knitters
participated in the knitalongs hosted by the
authors as part of their research, and this book
will inspire thousands more to get involved in
the knitalong movement. The only book that
celebrates this tradition of community and
purpose, Knitalong is sure to have a powerful
impact.
The Firebird Reppro Publications
Traditional and modern-day tales and "jump"
stories of ghosts, witches, vampires, haunts,
superstitions, monsters and horrible scary things.
A Match Made in Bed Talonbooks
So Wild A Dream is a sweeping novel set in the
fictional White Woods of 10th century Iceland - a
world first seen in Larissa Brown's bestselling
Beautiful Wreck. This edition includes both parts of
a duology in one volume.E�na Jonsdottir is on a
mission. Touch down in 10th century Iceland,
gather what she needs regardless of the
consequences, and return to the 22nd century,
becoming the world's first time machine test pilot.
Falling in love isn't on the checklist. Brosa Ulfsson
is handsome, capable, easygoing - or he was until
tragedy and grief swallowed him. E�na coaxes
him from the grave and wakens his forgotten
dreams. But she has no intention of staying in his
Viking world. Svana is a young woman set on
vengeance. With a curse and plea to the gods, she
kindles the flames of an old feud and explodes
everyone's plans, driving E�na to a fateful choice.
How far into the wilds of the past will E�na go to
save Brosa, when her own dreams hang in the
balance?
The Valkyrie's Viking Penguin Books
A witch's ancient curse propels talented
flutist Gigi Perrin back to A.D. 408, to the
court of the depraved Roman Emperor
Honorius and his admirable sister, Princess
Galla Placidia. There, Gigi grapples with
her disbelief about what has happened, and
with the strange, new world of violent
politics, social upheaval, and Visigoth
barbarians straining at the very gates of an
empire. Through it all, she must struggle
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with her powerful attraction to a pagan
senator and military commander, Quintus
Magnus, a man exotically different from
anyone she has ever known. On the brink of
a dark and war-torn age, Gigi joins forces
with Magnus, battling to save a princess and
her people, and ultimately finding love amid
the chaos, before the fall of Rome.
"Sensuality Level: Sensual" Morgan O'Neill:
Two authors writing as one, Cary Morgan
Frates and Deborah O'Neill Cordes invite
the reader on a journey to worlds of ancient
splendor and abiding love.
Beautiful Wreck Bantam
Faith, hope—and charity! Nothing exciting ever
happened to Charity. Her job as a hospital
secretary was hectic but routine. Even the man
everyone expected her to marry was safe, reliable
and dull. There surely had to be more to life. So,
when professor Jake Wyllie-Lyon offered her the
chance to work for him, Charity didn't hesitate to
accept.The job was everything she had dreamed
of—and so was Jake! But there Charity's problems
really began⋯.
Born in Death Harper Collins
Weaving a tapestry of fact and fiction, Sara
Donati’s epic novel sweeps us into another
time and place . . . and into a breathtaking
story of love and survival in a land of savage
beauty. It is December of 1792. Elizabeth
Middleton leaves her comfortable English
estate to join her family in a remote New York
mountain village. It is a place unlike any she
has ever experienced. And she meets a man
unlike any she has ever encountered—a white
man dressed like a Native American: Nathaniel
Bonner, known to the Mohawk people as
Between-Two-Lives. Determined to provide
schooling for all the children of the village,
Elizabeth soon finds herself locked in conflict
with the local slave owners as well as with her
own family. Interweaving the fate of the
Mohawk Nation with the destiny of two lovers,
Sara Donati’s compelling novel creates a
complex, profound, passionate portait of an

emerging America. Praise for Into the
Wilderness “My favorite kind of book is the
sort you live in, rather than read. Into the
Wilderness is one of those rare stories that let
you breathe the air of another time, and leave
your footprints on the snow of a wild, strange
place. I can think of no better adventure than to
explore the wilderness in the company of such
engaging and independent lovers as Elizabeth
and her Nathaniel.”—Diana Gabaldon
“Each time you open a book you hope to
discover a story that will make your spirit of
adventure and romance sing. This book delivers
on that promise.”—Amanda Quick “A
beautiful tale of both romance and
survival⋯Here is the beauty as well as the
savagery of the wilderness and, at the core of it
all, the compelling story of the love of a man
and a woman, both for the untamed land and
for one another.”—Allan W. Eckert “Lushly
written . . . Exemplary historical
fiction.”—Kirkus Reviews “Epic in scope,
emotionally intense.”—BookPage
The Awakening Simon and Schuster
“Bonnye presents a fascinating and fully
developed new perspective on the intelligence
and social behavior regarding Neanderthals
that goes beyond the scope of traditional
theories.” – Warren Troy, author of The
Last Homestead The SealEaters, 20,000 BC is
book 5, and the last of the Winds of Change
Series on the Peopling of the Americas. This is
a survival story of the Solutreans in southern
France/northern Spain. As the Ice Age
advances, seals from the north have beached on
the shores of the People, and the SealEaters
have come to depend on them for their major
food source. The SealEaters face advancing ice
from the north, and for the first time, warring
groups beyond the mountains to the east and
south. In search of a new land, a small number
of SealEaters travel the arc formed by the ice
sheets, eating seals along the way across the
Atlantic Ocean to the east coast of what is now
North America. They survey the land and
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groups of people living there, trying to find a
new living place. With this move to the new
land and the influence of new people they find
there, will the People be able to retain their
cohesiveness and peaceful ways? The Winds of
Change affect individuals, groups, localities,
regions, or the entire world, and all life
responds. The first four books exist in a world of
peace following the eruption of a super volcano.
With the last great Ice Age the lives of the
People change from a world of peace required
for survival--where in-fighting was a luxury they
could not afford--to a world of war, well
established by 11,700 years ago, that continues
to this day. "What author Bonnye Mathews has
managed to do is to expertly craft a series of
notably entertaining novels that incorporates
new data into an historical fictional accounts
that bring these ancient peoples alive."
-Midwest Book Review
The Demon Equilibrium Berghahn Books
Nigeria is a country shaped by internal diversity
and transnational connections, past and
present. Leading Nigerian writers from Chinua
Achebe, Amos Tutuola and Wole Soyinka to
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie and Teju Cole
have portrayed these Nigerian issues, and have
also written about some of the momentous
events in Nigerian history. Afropolitan
Horizons discusses their work alongside other
novelists and commentators, as well as
describing the ways in which Nigeria has
appeared in foreign news reporting. It is all
interwoven with the author’s own
anthropological field research in a town in
Central Nigeria.
Timekeeper Penguin
Colleen Houck, New York Times bestselling author
of the Tiger’s Curse series said, “Timekeeper is
a haunting, mysterious dream; a book you don't
want to miss!” This sequel to Timeless combines
breathtaking romance with a tale of complex magic
in a story that will have every reader believing in
the transcendent power of love. When Philip
Walker appears as a new student in Michele
Windsor's high school class, she is floored. He is the

love she thought she lost forever when they said
goodbye during her time travels last century.
Overjoyed that they can resume the relationship
they had a lifetime ago, Michele eagerly approaches
him and discovers the unthinkable: he doesn't
remember her. In fact, he doesn't seem to
remember anything about the Philip Walker of
1910. Michele then finds her father's journals,
which tell stories of his time-traveling past. As she
digs deeper, she learns about his entanglement with
a mysterious and powerful organization called the
Time Society and his dealings with a vengeful
Windsor ancestor. Michele soon finds herself at the
center of a rift over 120 years in the making, one
whose resolution will have life-or-death
consequences.
The Runes of Destiny Penguin
Beautiful WreckCooperative Trace
The Night Mark Beautiful Wreck
In a bleak future built on virtual reality,
Ginn is a romantic who yearns for
something real. She designs environments
for people who play at being Vikings. But
when her project goes awry, she's stranded
in the actual 10th century, on a storybook
farm in Viking Iceland. Heirik is the young
leader of his family, honored by the men
and women who live on his land. But he is
feared and isolated because of a terrible
curse. Ginn and Heirik are two people who
never thought they would find a home in
someone else's heart. When forces rise
against them to keep them apart, Ginn is
called on to decide-- will she give up the
brutal and beautiful reality of the past? Or
will she have the courage to traverse time
and become more of a Viking than she ever
imagined?
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